Recent Online Resources for the Analysis of Terrorism and Related Subjects
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Introductory Note by the Editor

The amount of new publications, reports, policy papers, lectures, presentations, videos and briefings in the field of terrorism and counter-terrorism can be overwhelming for the untrained researcher as well as for young counterterrorist professionals. In the following, a selection of recent open-source online publications, grouped into a dozen categories, has been made by a seasoned former intelligence analyst. An attempt has been made to select items from a variety of sources and positions, presenting different perspectives. Selection not necessarily means endorsement for certain positions or specific lines of argumentation. In addition, an attempt has been made to include also a number of non-terrorist items from the broader spectrum of political violence and armed conflicts.

All the items included here surfaced online in the period beginning of April to beginning of June 2017. 'Perspectives on Terrorism' plans to offer its readers regular updates in future issues of our journal, categorised in the same format:

1. Non-Religious Terrorism: Actors, Groups, Incidents and Campaigns
2. Religious (mainly Jihadi) Terrorism: Actors, Groups, Incidents and Campaigns
3. Terrorist Strategies and Tactics
4. Conflict, Crime and Political Violence other than Terrorism
5. Counter-Terrorism – General
6. Counter-Terrorist Strategies, Tactics and Operations
7. State Repression and Civil War at Home and Clandestine & Open Warfare Abroad
8. Prevention and Preparedness Studies (including Countering Violent Extremism, De-Radicalization, Counter-Narratives)
9. Intelligence
10. Cyber Operations
11. Risk & Threat Assessments, Forecasts, Analytical Studies
12. Also Worth Reading

1. Non-religious Terrorism: Actors, Groups, Incidents and Campaigns


L. Marshall. Domestic terrorists, gang members have little in common, study says. University of Colorado Boulder. May 18, 2017. URL: http://www.colorado.edu/today/2017/05/18/domestic-terrorists-gang-members-have-little-common-study-shows

2. Religious (mainly Jihadi) Terrorism: Actors, Groups, Incidents and Campaigns

D. Lerner. It's not Islam that drives young Europeans to jihad, France's top terrorism expert explains. Haaretz, June 4, 2017. URL: http://www.haaretz.com/world-news/europe/1.791954


B. Hoffman. ISIS intent on an even deadlier Ramadan this year. The Cipher Brief, June 6, 2017. URL: https://www.thecipherbrief.com/article/exclusive/europe/isis-intent-even-deadlier-ramadan-year-1089


R. Kanwal. 'Everything allowed in Sharia is done here': Indian 'ISIS recruiter offers youngsters back home women in a bid to lure them into joining him in Afghanistan terror camps.' Mail Online, May 31, 2017. URL: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/indiahome/indianews/article-4556584/Indian-ISIS-handler-Afghanistan-offers-women.html?utm_content=buffera5fd6&utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer


Russian Muslims and jihad. Center for Strategic and International Studies, (CSIS), *YouTube*, May 31, 2017. URL: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1pVHtpR0GYo](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1pVHtpR0GYo)


C.P. Clarke. ISIS – From the ground to cyber space. *The Cipher Brief*, May 18, 2017. URL: [https://www.thecipherbrief.com/article/middle-east/isis-ground-cyber-space-1089](https://www.thecipherbrief.com/article/middle-east/isis-ground-cyber-space-1089)


A. Soufan. Al Qaeda stronger now than when Bin Laden was killed. *The Daily Beast*, May 7, 2017. URL: [http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2017/05/07/al-qaeda-is-stronger-now-than-when-bin-laden-was-killed](http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2017/05/07/al-qaeda-is-stronger-now-than-when-bin-laden-was-killed)


C. Alexander Ohlers. What to expect in Iraq after the liberation of Mosul. *Terrorism Monitor*, May 5, 2017. URL: [https://jamestown.org/program/expect-iraq-liberation-mosul/?mc_cid=58a78d6627&mceid=9942bc67e0](https://jamestown.org/program/expect-iraq-liberation-mosul/?mc_cid=58a78d6627&mceid=9942bc67e0)


3. Terrorist Strategies and Tactics


A.S. Yayla, A. Speckhard. Telegram: the mighty application that ISIS loves. ICSVE, May 9, 2017. URL: http://www.icsve.org/brief-reports/telegram-the-mighty-application-that-isis-loves/


4. Conflict, Crime and Political Violence other than Terrorism


Nagorno-Karabakh’s gathering war clouds. International Crisis Group (ICG), Report #244, June 1, 2017. URL: https://www.crisisgroup.org/europe-central-asia/caucasus/nagorno-karabakh-azerbaijan/244-nagorno-karabahks-gathering-war-clouds


Israeli forces fire rubber bullets at Palestinians marching on Nakba Day. The National, May 16, 2017. URL: http://www.thenational.ae/world/middle-east/israeli-forces-fire-rubber-bullets-at-palestinians-marching-on-nakba-day


### 5. Counter-Terrorism – General


A. Roussinos. Even with increased surveillance, there is more of this to come. *Vice*, June 5, 2017. URL: [https://www.vice.com/en_uk/article/even-with-increased-surveillance-there-is-more-of-this-to-come](https://www.vice.com/en_uk/article/even-with-increased-surveillance-there-is-more-of-this-to-come)


SMA Project Noor Overview Video. *YouTube*, May 17, 2017. URL: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EHywcZaNsAg&feature=youtu.be](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EHywcZaNsAg&feature=youtu.be)


6. Counter-terrorist Strategies, Tactics and Operations

C. Doctorow. Theresa May wants to ban crypto: here’s what that would cost, and here’s why it won’t work anyway. *Boingboing.net*, June 4, 2017. URL: [http://boingboing.net/2017/06/04/theresa-may-king-canute.html](http://boingboing.net/2017/06/04/theresa-may-king-canute.html)


E. Solomon. The $1 billion hostage deal that enraged Qatar's Gulf rivals. *Financial Times*, June 5, 2017. URL: [https://www.ft.com/content/dd033082-49e9-11e7-a3f4-c742b9791d43](https://www.ft.com/content/dd033082-49e9-11e7-a3f4-c742b9791d43)


Laptop bombs could be detonated on aircraft, warns United CEO. *Reuters*, June 6, 2017. URL: http://www.newsweek.com/united-airlines-laptop-ban-terrorism-621371


‘How can 3,000 US troops help Afghanistan if 100,000 US troops couldn’t?’ *RT*, June 4, 2017. URL: https://www.rt.com/op-edge/390833-afghanistan-kabul-terrorist-attacks/

Six nations cut diplomatic ties with Qatar over claims it’s backing ISIS and al-Qaeda as fears mount for 2022 World Cup being held in the country. *Mail Online*, June 5, 2017. URL: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4572808/Qatar-slams-five-nations-decisions-cut-diplomatic-ties.html


Facebook, Twitter and Google crackdown on hate speech following EU pressure. *Newsweek*, June 1, 2017. URL: http://www.newsweek.com/facebook-twitter-and-google-crack-down-hate-speech-following-eu-pressure-618694


P. Feaver. Could ISIS have been averted? *Foreign Policy*, May 31, 2017. URL: http://foreignpolicy.com/2017/05/31/could-isis-have-been-averted/?utm_content=buffer12b7d&utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer


M.S. Smith II. Containing ISIS’ Online campaigns after Manchester. The simple tools we can use but choose not to. *Foreign Affairs*, May 27, 2017. URL: https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/2017-05-27/containing-isis-online-campaigns-after-manchester


D. Freedman. The terror news cycle. *LRB Blog*, May 24, 2017. URL: https://www.lrb.co.uk/blog/2017/05/24/des-freedman/the-terror-news-cycle/

J. Russell, D. Hamilton. National security is the issue that may decide the election – so where are the new ideas? The Independent, May 29, 2017. URL: http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/manchester-attack-national-security-policy-general-election-theresa-may-jeremy-corbyn-conservative-a7762011.html


L. Barnes. Mosul to be freed from ISIS by June 10 – exactly three years since fanatics took over the city, Iraqi forces claim. Mail Online, May 29, 2017. URL: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4551870/Mosul-freed-ISIS-June-10.html


C. Cole. ‘It was incessant.’ Former RAF Reaper pilot speaks to Drone Wars. Dronewars.net, May 30, 2017. URL: https://dronewars.net/2017/05/30/justin-thompson-interview/


I. Craig. Villagers say Yemeni child was shot as he tried to flee Navy SEAL raid. The Intercept, May 28, 2017. URL: https://theintercept.com/2017/05/28/villagers-say-yemeni-child-was-shot-as-he-tried-to-flee-navy-seal-raid/


R. Kassam, V. Friedman. 2017 has seen a terror attack attempted in Europe every nine days. Breitbart, May 23, 2017. URL: http://www.breitbart.com/london/2017/05/23/2017-seen-terror-attack-attempted-europe-every-nine-days/


West to lose Russia as partner in fight against terrorism if sanctions enhanced. May 27, 2017. URL: https://sputniknews.com/world/20170527105451966-west-russia-sanctions/


G. Kassimeris. As the Manchester Arena attack shows, terrorism has changed for good. The Independent, May 25, 2017. URL: http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/manchester-arena-attack-terrorism-has-changed-islamist-fundamentalism-a7750891.html


Terrorism-related crimes down 90% in past 5 years – Russian security committee. RT, May 24, 2017. URL: https://www.rt.com/politics/389551-russian-anti-terrorism-boss-says/


P. Iddon. Israel will try to smash Hezbollah if there’s another war. *War is Boring*, May 11, 2017. URL: https://warisboring.com/israel-will-try-to-smash-hezbollah-if-theres-another-war/


J. Wing. How the Islamic State has fought the battle for Mosul, interview with Horizon client access’ Alex Mello. *Musings on Iraq*, May 8, 2017. URL: http://musingsoniraq.blogspot.nl/2017/05/how-islamic-state-has-fought-battle-for.html


H. Vincze. NATO: assessing the alliance’s counter-terrorism efforts. Terrorism Monitor, 15(8), April 21, 2017. URL: https://jamestown.org/program/nato-assessing-alliances-counter-terrorism-efforts/

D. Thiénot. France doesn’t know what to do with the 17,000 people it labels potential terrorists. The Intercept, May 5, 2017. URL: https://theintercept.com/2017/05/05/france-doesnt-know-what-to-do-with-the-17000-people-it-labels-potential-terrorists/

E. Westra. 1,000 days of war: bridging local realities and Coalition partner claims. Airwars.org, May 4, 2017. URL: https://airwars.org/news/1000days-bridging-realities/

S. Oakford. 1,000 days of war: what the experts say. Airwars.org, May 4, 2017. URL: https://airwars.org/news/1000days-experts/


C. Jia. Drones will help Xinjiang fight terror. *Xinhua*, May 2, 2017. URL: [http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2017-05/02/content_29158788.htm](http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2017-05/02/content_29158788.htm)


## 7. State Repression and Civil War at Home and Clandestine and Open Warfare


C. Gaffey. South Sudan’s army may have committed war crimes: UN. Newsweek, May 19, 2017. URL: http://www.newsweek.com/south-sudans-army-may-have-committed-war-crimes-un-612231


P. Kovacevic. NATO gearing up for regime change in Russia with false flag operations? Newsbud, YouTube, may 7, 2017. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EihkZVTC_gY


How rape is used as a weapon in South Sudan’s war. *PBS Newshour*, May 3, 2017. URL: http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/rape-used-weapon-south-sudans-war–.WQpzyjPUmqA.gmail


Millions are on the brink of war-driven starvation in South Sudan. May 2, 2017. URL: http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/millions-brink-war-driven-starvation-south-sudan/

South Sudan’s civil war spirals into genocide, leaving ghost towns in its wake. *PBS Newshour*, May 1, 2017. URL: http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/south-sudans-civil-war-spirals-genocide-leaving-ghost-towns-wake/

8. Prevention and Preparedness Studies


S. Cain. Sayeeda Warsi: UK policy on radicalization ‘has been flawed for years.’ *The Guardian*, May 29, 2017. URL: https://www.theguardian.com/politics/2017/may/29/sayeeda-warsi-uk-policy-on-radicalisation-has-been-flawed-for-years


C. Rausch, T. Luu. Inclusive peace processes are key to ending violent conflict. *PCDN*, May 5, 2017. URL: https://pcdnetwork.org/blogs/inclusive-peace-processes-are-key-to-ending-violent-conflict/


9. Intelligence


R. Jacobs. The deep state is the state. Counterpunch, May 26, 2017. URL: http://www.counterpunch.org/2017/05/26/the-deep-state-is-the-state/


T. Cushing. FBI insider threat program documents show how little it takes to be branded a threat to the agency. Techdirt, May 23, 2017. URL: https://www.techdirt.com/articles/20170517/12422437396/fbi-insider-threat-program-documents-show-how-little-it-takes-to-be-branded-threat-to-agency.shtml


### 10. Cyber Operations


Anonymous. The UK government wants to create a new Internet. *YouTube*, May 30, 2017. URL: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=286nDB79Xt0](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=286nDB79Xt0)


Facebook condemns Germany's so-called 'hate speech' law. The Local, May 29, 2017. URL: https://www.thelocal.de/20170529/facebook-condemns-germanys-so-called-hate-speech-law

N. Lomas. UK wants G7 to take collective action on online extremism. Techcrunch, May 27, 2017. URL: https://techcrunch.com/2017/05/26/uk-wants-g7-to-take-collective-action-on-online-extremism/

G. Knowles, S. Murphy. Facebook's cut-price hate video 'police': social media giant pays young Filipinos £1.36 an hour to assess and remove terror-related material from the site. Mail Online, May 28, 2017. URL: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-4548898/Facebook-young-Filipino-terror-related-material-Manchester.html


EU nations expand their cyber defences. Cyber Security Intelligence, May 19, 2017. URL: https://www.cybersecurityintelligence.com/blog/eu-nations-expand-their-cyber-defences-2410.html


The UK's defence structure needs updating to meet modern challenges. The Independent, May 15, 2017. URL: http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/editorials/the-uk-s-defence-structure-needs-updating-to-meet-modern-challenges-a7737376.html


11. Risk & Threat Assessments, Forecasts, Analytical Studies

D. Lomas. London Bridge attack: why the terror threat level was downgraded. The Conversation, June 4, 2017. URL: https://theconversation.com/london-bridge-attack-why-the-terror-threat-level-was-downgraded-78819?utm_content=buffer9b9b5&utm_medium=social&utm_source=facebook.com&utm_campaign=buffer


TSG IntelBrief. The UK's 'critical' terror threat level. URL: http://thesoufancenter.org/tsc-intelbrief-u-k-s-critical-terror-threat-level/


M. Beckman. We’re edging closer to nuclear war. Experts are worried about India, Pakistan, and North Korea. *FiveThirtyEight*, May 15, 2017. URL: https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/were-edging-closer-to-nuclear-war/?ex_cid=story-facebook


2017 Fragile states index. *Fund for Peace*, URL: http://fsi.fundforpeace.org/


12. Also Worth Reading


P. Gordon. A vision of Trump at war. How the President could stumble into conflict. *Foreign Affairs*, June 2017. URL: https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/2017-03-22/vision-trump-war
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